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SUBMISSION FROM Christine Jardine 

As a Type 1 diabetic of over 50 years standing I would like to comment on two areas. The 

first is the variability in the supply of diabetic devices, and the second is the re-use of 

returned medicines.  

 

Variability of Diabetic devices 

My method of insulin delivery has changed little over 50 years (by choice). However I watch 

developments in treatment, and look for evidence (via research available of Google 

Scholar) to see if new treatments do provide cost effective improvements in long term 

outcomes.  

I have found few studies that demonstrate significant improvements in outcomes from the 

introduction of new devices. Much of the desire for new models of pump or CGM 

(Continuous Glucose Monitoring) could be driven by the understandable desire to upgrade 

to the newest technology even if there is no proven benefit or cost saving. 

I believe that the daily discussions on social media re the availably of different devices for 

insulin delivery and blood sugar monitoring suggest that there is little consensus in Scotland 

over the most cost effective solutions. Decisions appear to be based solely on patient 

choice, which while admirable, is surely unsustainable. 

The information available via MyDiabetesMyWay, already the basis for much research, 

could be used for further analysis to include more assessment of financial implications of 

different devices and their actual achieved health benefits.  

 

Re-use of returned medicines 

It seems unfortunate that returned medicines are discarded. When I was a child, tablets 

were prescribed in bottles, unlike the blister packs of today, and contamination could be a 

possibility. That risk must have diminished. 

Some of the much maligned “over prescription” of drugs is encouraged by processes in GP 

surgeries. For example 

 On moving, my first prescription of 2 10ml vials of an insulin was actually delivered 

as 10 vials. I was told it was easier for staff to dispense this mistaken amount than to 

get a Dr to change the quantities. When my insulin was changed by a specialist a 

few weeks later I sent the unused vials to a charity that distributes them abroad.  
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 Further mistakes in drug dispensing in a rural practice showed medicines could only 

be returned if they had not left the premises. This meant we tried to always check 

before leaving, but that is not a great thing to be doing in a small community. 

 

 Some medicines which are used intermittently will cease to appear on one’s repeat 

prescription is not ordered frequently enough. To have them re-instated requires a 

consultation with a GP,  making it simple to just keep ordering them. 

 


